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The Right To Defend
 Primary insurers generally have the right to defend.  ISO policy language:  “the company shall have

the right and duty to defend any suit...”
 Control of the defense provides an insurer with (a) timely access to information; (b) the ability to

monitor activities effectively; and (c) allows it to help formulate strategy with defense counsel
 Specifically, claims professionals can:

— Select counsel (ensure that qualified, responsive counsel with the proper skill set is selected for
the particular case)

— Contain costs (reasonable billing rates, cost-effective counsel, and cogent execution of strategy)
— Increase the chances of a favorable case disposition whether it takes the form of trial or

settlement because the claims professionals have a seat at the table and there is an efficient 
communications flow  

 Often this right is not fully appreciated until its existence is threatened or lost (i.e., independent
counsel situations)

 When the policyholder is in control, often the most prominent role the insurer plays is to pay the
bills

 So the right to defend is not something an insurer should give up lightly
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Excess Insurer’s Right To Associate In The Defense 
 Many excess policies provide the excess insurer with a right to “associate” in 

the defense of a lawsuit against the policyholder  
 This allows the excess insurer to become involved in defending the 

policyholder in lawsuits that could impact its layer of coverage  
 The vast majority of decisions recognize that this right or option to associate in 

the defense does not impose a duty to defend or a duty to reimburse defense 
costs.

 By exercising the right, the excess insurer may be assuming duties to 
policyholder/other insurers in addition to protecting its interests

 The excess insurer cannot prejudice the insured. See, e.g., Home Ins. Co. v. 
Three I Truck Line, Inc., 95 F.Supp.2d 901 (N.D. Ill. 2000)

 Multiple counsel, conflicting positions, or defenses
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Generally An Excess Insurer Has No Duty To 
Defend
 The duty to defend fundamentally is a matter of contract 

 In the overwhelming majority of states, an excess insurer has no duty to 
defense unless the excess contract expressly provides for a defense 

 However, there are a minority of decisions that hold that there is a duty to 
defend unless the excess contract expressly provides to the contrary.  See, 
e.g., Legacy Vulcan Corp. v. Superior Court of Los Angeles County, 185 Cal. 
App. 4th 677 (Cal. App. 2010); Johnson Controls, Inc. v. London Market, 
2010 WL 2520941 (Wisc. 2010)

 In any event, most excess contracts expressly disclaim any defense 
obligation  
— The common language used: “the company shall not be called upon [or shall not be 

obligated] to assume charge of the defense”
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Excess Insurer May Have A Defense Obligation 
In Limited Circumstances
 Some umbrella/excess contracts do contain a duty to defend under certain limited 

circumstances

 Some provide for a duty to defend upon exhaustion of the underlying insurance.  This 
could be on an aggregate or occurrence basis.   For example, “If the underlying 
insurance is exhausted by any occurrence, the company shall be obligated to assume 
charge of the settlement or defense of any claim resulting from the same occurrence.” 
See Stonewall Ins. Co. v. National Gypsum Co., 1992 WL 296435 (S.D.N.Y. 1992); 
American Family Life Ins. Co. v. United States Fire Co., 885 F.2d 826 (11th Cir. 1989).
This is not common

 Many umbrella policies contain a duty to defend claims that are covered by the 
umbrella policy, but “not covered” by the primary.  “Not covered” refers to the fact of 
coverage (the risks), not the extent of coverage  

 Exhaustion of the primary generally does not trigger this defense obligation  
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Duty To Defend: The Policy Language
 Primary insurance policies generally provide policyholders with a defense as well as indemnity. 

Policyholder lawyers often refer to this as litigation insurance

 Historically, the ISO policy language provided:  “the company shall have the right and the duty to 
defend any suit against the insured seeking damages on account of such bodily injury or property 
damage, even if the allegations of the suit are groundless, false, or fraudulent. . . 

 Courts often used the groundless, false, or fraudulent language in ruling on the breadth of the duty 
to defend  

 In November 1985, that language was removed from the ISO CGL form  

 The May 1992 ISO Commercial General Liability Form language, for example, provides: “we will 
have no duty to defend the insured against any ‘suit’ seeking damages for ‘bodily injury’ or ‘property 
damage’ to which this insurance does not apply”  

 Language narrowed decades ago and yet little narrowing of the duty to defend

 The difference in language may not alter the result where a court is reluctant to depart from 
precedent or insofar as the precedent is deemed to have a public policy component.  But 
parties/counsel should consider the impact of differences in policy language 
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Broad Standard For Determining The Duty To 
Defend
 The duty to defend generally is broader than the duty to indemnify  

 In most jurisdictions the primary insurer must defend if the claim is “potentially covered” as 
opposed to “actually covered” 

 Most states follow the “four corners” or “eight corners” rule. Compare the allegations of the 
complaint against the policy and if there is any potential for coverage, there is a duty to defend 

 This standard normally is directed to facts  

 What if the facts are undisputed, but there is a disputed question of law?  May be able to argue that 
it is an up or down call.  For example, based upon the undisputed facts, does an exclusion apply?

 Under these circumstances is the insurer entitled to argue for the interpretation it deems to be 
appropriate?  

 Where there is a split of decisions or no controlling law, is the insurer able to advance legal 
arguments that benefit it (should not always be subject to the lowest judicial denominator or 
decision)?  Have to look at controlling law
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Compare Duty To Reimburse Defense Costs
 A primary insurer’s duty to defend can be transmogrified into a duty to pay 

defense costs in some states where there is a conflict of interest
 Most primary policies are “pay on behalf of” policies.  The insurer pays the 

money directly on behalf of the insured (pays counsel, pays experts, pays 
claimant in case of settlement or judgment).  The policyholder is not required 
to advance funds or to pay and chase its insurer

 In contrast, most excess contracts are indemnity contracts.  The policyholder 
pays first.  The excess insurer may be required to reimburse or pay back the 
policyholder for amounts it paid to the extent they are actually covered by the 
policy 

 Many excess contracts do not cover defense costs at all
 Some cover when expressly consent to the joint incurring of costs (generally 

consent requirement allows insurer to consent or withhold consent in 
accordance with its own interests 
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Difference Between Defending & Reimbursing 
Costs
 There are important distinctions between the duty to defend and reimbursement of 

defense costs.  ACTS
 Actions:  A defending insurer assigns, pays, and directs counsel to defend as 

opposed to merely reimbursing defense costs incurred by the policyholder
 Control of defense:  A defending insurer generally controls the defense (absent 

Cumis/Peppers situation) as opposed to the policyholder or its selected counsel or 
TPA directing the defense

 Timing:  A defending insurer pays defense counsel directly versus the policyholder 
paying and seeking reimbursement from the insurer

 Standard:  The test for whether there is a duty to defend is the “potentially covered” 
standard.  Generally, the standard for reimbursing defense costs by an excess insurer 
is whether the costs are associated with claims that are “actually covered.” No 
payment of defense costs associated with non-covered claims
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Are Defense Costs Payable In Addition To 
(Supplementary) Or Within Limits (Wasting limits)?
 Historically, under most CGL forms, primary insurance policies cover 

defense costs in addition to limits.  They are supplementary payments  
 Some policies are “wasting limits” policies. Contract language controls
 Excess contracts vary considerable in terms of how they treat defense costs.  

Not only whether or not they cover defense costs, but also when they are 
covered are they payable within limits (erode limits) or in addition to limits. 
Sometimes, even insurers participating in the same layer may afford different 
treatment to defense costs 

 Some courts have held, when the umbrella insurer is required to defend – for 
example on claims covered by the umbrella policy and “not covered” under 
the primary policy, the costs it incurs in defending are supplementary even 
when defense costs are included within UNL. See, e.g., Planet Ins. Co. v. 
Mead Reinsurance Corp., 789 F.2d 668 (9th Cir. 1986); Grunewald & Adams 
Jewelers, Inc. v. Lloyds of London, 700 P.2d 288 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1985)
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Mixed Claims
 Many complaints allege claims and damages that are all “potentially” covered (whether or not they

are actually covered). Mixed claims may result from the initial pleading, from amendments, or from
joinder of claims

 A “mixed” complaint involves one or more claims or elements of relief that are potentially covered
and one or more that are not even potentially covered.  Some examples:
— Both negligent and intentional acts are alleged 

— Some but not all claims are within the scope of an exclusion  

— Potentially covered damages and non-covered damages (punitive damages) or relief (equitable relief) are 
sought

— Some of the parties seeking coverage are insureds, while others (such as an alleged predecessor or successor) 
are not 

— Some of the injury took place within the policy period or territory – some took place outside

— Multiple plaintiffs or class action complaint in which some allege potentially covered damage or injury and others 
do not

— Construction defect cases damage to the insured’s work and consequential damages to other property

 Plaintiffs’ ability to plead in the alternative or in a manner that potentially implicates coverage
11



The Complete Defense Rule
 There can be express contract language providing for an “allocation” between covered

and non-covered claims.  It is not uncommon for D&O policies, for example, to have
language that provides for apportionment

 In the absence of express language in the policy to the contrary, if the insurer has a
duty to defend any claim the vast majority of jurisdictions require the insurer to defend
the entire action. This is known as the complete defense rule

 Various rationale for the complete defense rule (broad duty to defend; absent of
reasonable means for allocating defense costs/defense responsibilities between
covered and non-covered claims; problems potentially presented by the alternative;
policyholder’s “reasonable expectations”; failure to include an apportionment provision
for mixed claims

 There is some authority in the few jurisdictions for the proposition that an insurer may
provide a “partial defense” and defend only covered claims (MS, AL, WA, and ME) ,
but even there …
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Looking To Extrinsic Evidence
 As stated above, generally, the duty to defend is determined by the four-corners rule
 Jurisdictions differ regarding whether and when to look beyond the four corners to extrinsic evidence to

determine whether an insurer has a duty to defend.  Considerable variance among the jurisdictions
 There are some fairly common exceptions where insurers are often are permitted to rely upon extrinsic

evidence: policy formation issues (whether the policy is void or may be rescinded); a parties’ status as an
insured; sometime extrinsic evidence will be considered with respect to the policyholder’s breach of a
policy condition

 When it is relevant to an independent and discrete coverage issue that does not touch on the merits of the
underlying claim extrinsic evidence is more likely to be considered

 Texas Supreme Court looking at the issue of extrinsic evidence again
 An amended pleading usually operates as the basis for the four corner’s analysis.  Insurers should re-

examine the issue of whether it has an ongoing defense obligation when amended pleadings are filed,
particularly when there was only a single allegation or count that implicated the potential for coverage in
the first instance.  May also cause an insurer to update its ROR or coverage position letter

 “Zero Corners” Rule:  United States Fidelity & Guaranty Company v. Ulbricht, (W.D. Wash. Jan. 12, 2022)
(finding certificates of insurance alone were clear, cogent and convincing evidence of the terms of the
policies and the CGL insurer acted in bad faith by not defending insured in asbestos-related claims after
being provided with the certificates)
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Prompt Reservation Of Rights
 Generally, an excess insurer has no obligation to issue a reservation of rights letter.  Still it

usually is a good practice and excess insurers often do acknowledge notice and reserve
rights

 Primary insurers issue reservation of rights letters to preserve their ability to later deny
coverage while still fulfilling their duty to defend their policyholders.  The ROR puts a
policyholder on notice about the grounds or reasons that an insurer may deny coverage

 Generally, getting out a ROR in a timely fashion is important.  Sometimes time limits are
imposed by statute, case precedent, or insurance regulation.  See, e.g., Fla Stat. Sect.
627.426 (30 days from notice of a coverage defense) and there is a body of law as to what
does and does not constitute a coverage defense.  N.Y. Ins. Law Sect 3420(d)

 Some states allow time for insurers to evaluate their coverage positions after discovery of
facts giving rise to a coverage defense.  American States (Ill. App. 1994)

 Generally courts require the policyholder to demonstrate prejudice caused by an untimely
ROR before there can be a forfeiture of any coverage defenses
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Content Of Reservation Of Rights
 The content of an ROR letter may vary depending upon the jurisdiction and the claim specific facts
 Generally, an ROR should set forth the policy language and facts upon which the coverage or policy 

defense is based as well as any legal grounds.  It is important to connect the dots!
 A couple of issues come up quite often and an insurer generally is well-served to include them, when 

applicable, in the ROR:  
— The insurer’s regular employment of the selected defense counsel Allstate v. Carioto (IL App. 1990).
— Whether a potential conflict of interest is created by ROR and, if there is a conflict, advice the policyholder it has a right to 

independent counsel paid by the insurer 
— Right to seek reimbursement or recoupment of defense costs
— Right to withdraw from the defense

 Most lawyers and claims professionals representing primary insurers are diligent in reserving rights and 
apprising the policyholder of their coverage position.  Understandably, they do not want to waive any right, 
remedy, or defense and often error on the side of being over inclusive 

 There are some countervailing factors:  (1) unwittingly creating a conflict entitling the policyholder to select 
independent counsel; (2) considering the impact of the kitchen sink ROR letter on the judge in motion 
practice or jury if the case is tried.  Sometimes, a deliberate decision not to reserve a right may be the 
proper decision  

 Update coverage position letters, where appropriate 
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Potential Consequences For Breach Of The 
Duty To Defend
 Potential consequences vary considerably from state to state and depending upon the case 

specific circumstances.  The consequences for breaching the duty to defend may include:
— Loss of control of the defense
— Liability for defense costs and other breach of contract damages 
— Liability for the judgment up to the policy limits 
— Estopped from asserting coverage defenses
— Loss of ability to enforce policy conditions 
— Limited ability to challenge settlements (fraud, collusion, unreasonableness)

 There can be further consequences if the breach of the duty to defend or conduct is deemed 
to be in bad faith including liability for attorney’s fees incurred by the policyholder in securing 
contract benefits (e.g., Brandt CA) and punitive damages

 In view of the broad scope of the duty to defend and the potential adverse consequences for 
breach of the duty to defend, insurers usually resolve doubts in favor of providing a defense  
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Estoppel
 In the vast majority of jurisdictions, an insurer’s breach of the duty to defend will not estop it

from raising a coverage defense in the absence of prejudice to the policyholder
 Though the law on duty to defend is fairly well-established and has been fairly well-settled

for a long time in most jurisdictions, things can change.   Policy language changes and the
law evolves or devolves

 However, in a few jurisdictions, an insurer may be estopped from raising coverage defenses
if it breaches its duty to defend, even in the absence of prejudice to the policyholder

 Estoppel is not on the radar of many claims professionals and it is counter intuitive that an
insurer can be obligated to provided coverage even if an exclusion applies.  But it is a reality
under the law of some states such as Illinois, Wisconsin, and Connecticut

 Defend under ROR, non-waiver agreement, file and obtain DJ.  Great void between filing an
action and obtaining a DJ
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Selection Of Counsel
 Where there is no conflict, the insurer selects counsel.  Even where the policyholder is 

allowed to select additional counsel, it must pay for it
 In states adhering to the one-client rule – in which defense counsel’s client is deemed 

to be only the policyholder – the insurer retains the right to select counsel
 In tripartite or dual client states – where both the insurer and policyholders are 

considered clients of defense counsel – it depends
— Generally, if the ROR creates a conflict of interest between the insurer and insured, the 

policyholder is entitled to independent counsel and the insurer is required to pay  
— A minority of tripartite states hold the issuance of an ROR per se creates a conflict for purposes 

of entitling policyholder to independent counsel.  But most courts in triparte states hold that 
there must be an actual conflict.   If there is no conflict, the insurer selects

 Even where independent counsel is required, it is not always the case that the 
policyholder is allowed to make the selection. (e.g., Michigan case law that the insurer 
may select in good faith “truly independent” counsel; Florida (“the insurer . . . retains 
independent counsel which is mutually agreeable to the parties”); RI
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Counsel Selection In General

Situation Who Selects Generally

Denial of coverage Policyholder

Defend without reservation Insurer

Defend without conflict creating reservation Insurer

Defend with conflict creating reservation One-Client Jurisdiction Insurer

Defendant with conflict creating reservation tripartite Jurisdiction Policyholder
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When Does ROR Create Conflict
 Some states have some “bright line” rules.  For example, a claim of punitive damages or claims 

seeking damages in excess of policy limits does not constitute conflicts for independent counsel 
purposes in California or Alaska     

 Most states conduct a case-by-case analysis to determine whether a conflict exists.  Generally, 
there must be an “actual” conflict – not merely a theoretical conflict

 Some tests:  whether facts to be adjudicated are the same facts upon which coverage depends; 
whether insurer retained counsel can influence outcome of coverage issue; or whether the interests 
of insurer would be advanced by providing less than vigorous defense 

 Federal Ins. Co. v. MLB, Inc., 219 Cal. App. 4th 29 (2013) – which the Cal. Sup. Ct. allowed to 
stand.  The court held that there was no conflict and no right to independent counsel because 
defense counsel could not control the issues in connection with defending the claim.  The coverage 
issues included whether there was damage during the policy period (trigger), potential application 
of APE, same insurer insured multiple PRPs

 Courts should not imagine conflicts that do not exist or assume that lawyers are not capable of 
honoring their ethical and professional obligations  

 Model Rule of Professional Responsibility 1.7 on concurrent representation should be considered.  
It applies whether counsel is appointed by the insurer or not.  Basically the test is whether there is 
a “significant risk” that lawyer’s ability to consider, recommend, or carry out an appropriate course 
of action for the client “will be materially limited” because of the lawyer’s other responsibilities or 
interests” 
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Generalizations – No Conflict Found To Exist
 Situations in which courts have found no conflict of interest:

— Underlying litigation raised claims against the policyholder that fell within the personal 
injury and advertising injury coverage part of the insurance contract and the insurer 
issued a reservation of rights letter emphasizing certain limiting words in the “personal 
injury” definition 

— Policyholder disagreed with the insurer-appointed counsel as to the strategically 
appropriate venue for the underlying action 

— Insurer’s reservation of rights relating to punitive damages became moot once the insurer 
offered its contract limits towards a settlement 

— Insurer-selected counsel refused to pursue an affirmative defense that was requested by 
the policyholder

— ROR letter cited to the absolute pollution exclusion where it was undisputed in the 
underlying litigation that the petroleum products in the policyholder’s ruptured pipeline 
caused the pollution injury and the underlying litigation dispute was over the cause of the 
ruptured pipeline 

 Have to look to claim specific circumstances and controlling law
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Generalizations – Conflict May Be Found To Exist
 Some generalizations as to where there is likely to be a conflict:  

— Underlying complaint alleges both negligence and intentional conduct
— Coverage turns on facts/issues to be determined in underlying action
— Underlying complaint alleges conduct occurring both during and outside policy period 
— There is potential punitive damages award far in excess of compensatory damages 

 Examples of situations in which courts have found a conflict of interest exists:  
— ROR based on a breach of contract exclusion and the underlying litigation raises claims for breach of contract 

and negligence 
— Same defense counsel represents two policyholders with diametrically opposed interests
— ROR identifies “expected and intended” exclusion and “occurrence” requirement where allocation of damages 

among defendants in an underlying pollution litigation was determined by the intent of the polluting parties 
— ROR based on damages taking place outside the contract period and the action involved the issue of when 

damages took place 
— Insurer pursued settlement in excess of contract limits without the policyholder’s consent and left the 

policyholder exposed to claims by third parties
— ROR for punitive damage relief raised in the underlying litigation that far exceeded any compensatory damages 

sought 
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Avoiding Counsel Selection/Payment Disputes
 Where insurers wish to retain control of the defense, they should insist upon retaining the right to 

defend from the outset, promptly identify and appoint qualified defense counsel, and promptly 
communicate with the policyholder. 

 Appoint hopefully acceptable counsel 
 ROR considerations in connection with mixed claims:  (1) whether failing to enumerate a particular 

right or defense is likely to effectuate a waiver/estoppel; (2) the likelihood of ultimate success with 
respect to the right or defense; (3) the monetary and strategic significance of the right or defense; 
(4) the risk that asserting the right or defense will create a conflict and empower the policyholder to 
select independent counsel; (5) the costs associated with losing control of the defense; (6) the 
likelihood of recouping defense costs and the amount likely to be reimbursed in view of the burden 
of showing that costs relate solely to uncovered claims; and (7) the costs of pursuing recoupment

 Sometimes, the loss of control of the defense and the increased costs associated with independent 
counsel outweigh the preservation of a particular right or defense  

 Does the case warrant non-panel counsel?  Sometimes an insurer may be willing to go outside of 
its panel counsel list given the type of case or the dynamics (e.g., bet the company litigation).  
Where appropriate, the policyholder and insurer may reach compromises on counsel and firms and 
negotiate rates.  The Policyholder to agree to pay part; buckets of cost between those the insurer 
will pay and those the policyholder will pay; at least have costs segregated to be resolved later

 Contract provisions addressing rates
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Non-Waiver/Standstill Agreement

 An underutilized option is to enter into a non-waiver agreement with the
policyholder either before or after instituting a DJ

 In a typical non-waiver agreement, the insurer and insured agree to not
proceed forward with any coverage litigation until the happening of an
event (e.g., resolution of the underlying lawsuit against the insured or
when one party decides to terminate the agreement), while preserving
their respective rights, obligations, defenses, and arguments

 This permits the parties to avoid incurring additional expenses or taking
positions on the record where, for example, the policyholder prevails in
the underlying action or if they wish to defer litigating coverage for any
reason
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Pre-Tender Costs
 Courts are split on whether insurers have an obligation to reimburse pre-tender defense costs without a

showing of prejudice
 Most courts conclude there is no coverage for pre-tender defense costs. See, e.g., Travelers Property

Cas. Co. v. Hillerich & Bradsby, 589 F.3d 257 (6th Cir. 2010) (Ky. law); Buss v. Superior Court, 16 Cal.4th
35, 65 Cal.Rptr.2d 366, 939 P.2d 766, 773 (1997); First Bank of Turley v. Fid. & Deposit Ins. Co. of Md.,
928 P.2d 298, 304 (Okla. 1996); Towne Realty, Inc. v. Zurich Ins. Co., 201 Wis.2d 260, 548 N.W.2d 64, 68
(1996); Scottsdale Ins. Co. v. Am. Empire Surplus Lines Ins. Co., 791 F.Supp. 1079, 1084 (D. Md. 1992);
O'Brien Family Trust v. Glen Falls Ins. Co., 218 Ga. App. 379, 461 S.E.2d 311, 313 (1995); Dreaded Inc. v.
St. Paul, 904 N.E.2d 1267, 1273 (Ind. 2009) (insurer is not obligated to reimburse the policyholder for the
defense costs that it incurred prior to its tender of the underlying claim to the insurer); Faust v. Travelers,
55 F.3d 471, 472 (9th Cir. 1995) (Cal. law).

 Some courts recognize that an insurers’ duty to defend does not arise until the insured provides notice
and requests a defense (tenders).  Others deem the duty to defense to commence with notice of the
lawsuit from whatever source

 In holding no obligation to reimburse pre-tender costs, some courts rely upon the requirement of tender to
start the defense obligation.  Others rely upon the voluntary payments provision contained in many CGL
policies (e.g., 2001 ISO CGL policy form) provides that no insured will, except at that insured’s own cost,
voluntarily make a payment, assume any obligation, or incur any expense, other than for first aid, without
the insurer’s consent.  Another rational is that the duty to defend is also a right to defend and affords the
insurer the right to control the defense

 The jurisdictions that allow recovery of pre-tender defense costs address responsibility for pre-tender
defense costs in connection with the policy’s notice provisions and require a showing of prejudice for an
insurer to avoid paying pre-tender costs
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Defense Cost Sharing
 The law differs considerable from jurisdiction to jurisdiction
 Concurrent/consecutive coverage
 “Pro-rata” allocation approach – “equal shares” or “time on the risk” or “time and limits”
 “All sums” or a “joint and several” allocation approach – “pay and chase”
 Allocation to insureds for “self-insured” years is one of the big issues and key

difference between pro rata and all sums
 Depending upon the program of the insured, the net difference between approaches

can be more or less significant.  It may be more than SIRs (issues of insurer
insolvency, under insurance, insurance being unavailable for a variety of reasons, etc.)

 In many “all sums” jurisdictions, the insurers may obtain equitable contribution
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Defense Cost Sharing
 Priority of coverage generally is determined by application of “Other Insurance”

clauses
 A minority of jurisdictions do not allow or limit equitable contribution
 The pay and chase approach is almost always less favorable to the insurer even when

equitable contribution is theoretically available: costs and time of pursuing; sometimes
having to take pro policyholder positions (showing there is coverage under the policy or
policies you are chasing)

 Courts have different approaches to contribution, some place a premium on the equities
rather than examining only “other insurance” clauses

 Technically “other insurance” clauses do not apply to consecutive policies, but by virtue of
the “all sums” or “joint and several” fiction, consecutive policies are rendered concurrent

 Claims-made/occurrence-based contracts
 Florida traditionally did not allow contribution for defense costs, now by statute it generally is

allowed
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Illinois Targeted Tender Rule 
 Under certain circumstances, a policyholder may tender its defense to one of its primary insurers, but

not another, and thereby nullify the “targeted” insurers rights of equitable contribution (as to both
defense and indemnity) against the non-selected insurer. Where the doctrine applies, it renders
“other insurance” clauses useless and saddles the “targeted” insurer with defense and indemnity

 The policyholder does retain some flexibility because it can “de-select” and keep other coverage
available to it on a “stand-by” basis

 Under Kajima Const. Services, Inc. v. St. Paul Fire and Marine Ins. Co., 858 N.E.2d 234 (Ill. 2006)
the doctrine is limited to concurrent, primary contracts and the doctrine does not override the doctrine
of horizontal exhaustion

 Most decisions have limited application to construction context.  But see RLI Ins. Co. v. Acuity Ins.,
20 C 5530 (N.D. Ill. Jan. 4, 2022)

 Targeted tender largely limited to Illinois, but a couple of courts in other jurisdictions have addressed
targeted tender. Mutual of Enumclaw Insurance Co. v. USF Insurance Co., 191 P.3d 866 (Wash.
2008) (Acknowledged the targeted tender rule and excused a non-selected carrier from liability for
contribution or coverage); Casualty Indem. Exchange Ins. Co. v. Liberty Nat. Fire Ins. Co., 902 F.
Supp. 1235, 1239 (D. Mont. 1995) (applying Montana law) 28



Parties’ Assignment Of Responsibility 
 Some courts hold that co-insurers’ “other insurance” clauses have no impact on their 

respective rights and obligations where the parties’ hold harmless and indemnity agreements 
address how the risk of loss is to be borne. See, e.g., Ross v. Prevost, 200 Cal. App. 2d 570 
(1st Dist. 1962) (holding that the indemnification agreement in a construction contract 
between a property owner and a contractor controlled the coordination of coverage between 
the property owner’s insurer and the contractor's insurer, whose insurance contract included 
the property owner as an additional insured, reasoning that “to apportion the loss in this case 
pursuant to the other insurance clauses would effectively negate the indemnity agreement 
and impose liability on [the property owner's insurer] when [the property owner] bargained 
with [the contractor] to avoid that very result as part of the consideration for the construction 
agreement”); American Indem. Lloyds v. Travelers Property & Cas. Ins. Co., 335 F.3d 429 (5th 
Cir. 2003) (applying Texas law)

 Cent Sur. Co. v. Metro Transit Auth., 2021 WL 4538633 (2d Cir. Oct. 5. 2021) (applying New 
York law) (acknowledging conflicting law, the court determined that the underlying construction 
contract, rather than an excess “other insurance” provision controlled) 
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Billing Guidelines, Audits, & Other Tools
 Appropriate steps to control costs, manage the litigation, and stay apprised of developments.  It is

easier to obtain compliance with panel counsel, but there are several considerations and tools:

— Employing reasonable billing and litigation guidelines

— Negotiating reasonable rates

— Conducting audits, where appropriate

— Asserting right to review bills and promptly review bills, raise questions, and identify issues

— Requiring timely and detailed reporting with time for meaningful input

 Remember these are guidelines, insurers have obligations to their policyholders, defense counsel
has obligations to the insured.  Must have flexibility to exercise good judgment

 Consultation verses pre-approval

 Incorporation into the policy
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Billing Guidelines, Audits, & Other Tools
 Lawyers must employ proper billing practices and communicate effectively regardless 

of who retains them
 Insurers should not expect to have counsel performing the allocation between covered 

and non-covered claims or assign specific tasks to specific claims.  However, it is 
reasonable to require detailed descriptions of the tasks and billings broken down by 
individual items (as opposed to block billings)

 Separate billing numbers/matters may be set up and maintained for activities other 
than defending the case (e.g., coverage, lobbying, business advice) and for claims not 
covered

 Assignment of separate counsel and claims professionals for different policyholders  
 Determine whether the policyholder has previously used or consented to the use of a 

law firm selected by its insurers.  Understand policyholder’s needs and concerns and 
foster cooperation
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When Does The Duty To Defend End
 Insurer’s duty to defend generally continues until underlying action resolved or insurer can 

establish there is no longer a potential for coverage, whichever is earlier
 Duty to defend may terminate to the extent that all potentially covered claims in underlying 

complaint have been dismissed/omitted from amended complaint 
 Duty to defend may terminate based on facts developed in discovery as to the non-covered nature 

of case. This rule varies by jurisdiction and is related to whether that jurisdiction allows 
consideration of extrinsic evidence to preclude the duty to defend

 Most jurisdictions enforce policy language allowing insurer to terminate its duty to defend by paying 
its policy limits pursuant to a “settlement” or “judgment” that resolves the pending claims against 
the insured  

 However, an insurer can generally not terminate its duty to defend through the unilateral tender of 
policy limits to the court, the underlying plaintiff, or the policyholder prior to judgment or settlement

 Where the indemnity limits are relatively low as compared to the costs of defense or where the 
defense costs are high and the primary insurer believes it is only a matter of time before its limits 
are exhausted, there is incentive for the primary insurer to cut and run.  Usually efforts to “tendering 
limits” and cease defending are not successful if challenged by the policyholder.  Even if the 
primary insurer and policyholder settle their dispute, there may be a battle with other primary and 
excess insurers over exhaustion  
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Cutting-Off Post Judgment Interest By 
Exhaustion
 Usually, responsibility for post judgment interest is not a focus of the claims professional or

counsel.  But there can be cases where the amount of the judgment is so large that it may
trump other issues and big a very large economic issue

 “Supplementary Payments” provision in some ISO CGL forms provides:
We will pay, with respect to any claim or “suit” we defend: . . . 
7. All interest on the full amount of any judgment that accrues after entry of the
judgment and before we have paid, offered to pay, or deposited in court the part
of the judgment that is within the applicable limit of insurance.  These payments
will not reduce the limits of insurance.

 Common “Exhaustion” provision:
Our right and duty to defend end when we have used up the applicable limit of
insurance in the payment of judgments or settlements

 Does “deposit in court” of policy limits under “Supplementary Payments” paragraph 7
constitute exhaustion?
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Horizontal v. Vertical Exhaustion 
 An excess insurer’s obligation to pay generally begins upon exhaustion of underlying insurance

 Two major legal issues concerning exhaustion are commonly presented

 The first is whether only exhaustion of the limits of insurance contracts and retentions directly
underlying the subject excess insurance contract must be exhausted (vertical exhaustion) or
whether all underlying limits and retentions for all periods implicated by a loss must be exhausted
(horizontal exhaustion) before an excess insurance contract is obligated to respond

 There is general agreement that the attachment point of the excess contract must be reached before
an excess contract is required to respond.  There often are disputes, however, as to whether the
underlying exhaustion required to access an excess contract can be satisfied solely by payment of
claims by the underlying insurer(s) or whether some type of “functional” exhaustion will be accepted.
These disputes exist with respect to both traditional and long tail claims

 Look to:  the contract language for requirements with respect to exhaustion; principles of excess
insurance; the facts; and the law.  The conflicting decisions cannot always be reconciled by
differences in contract language
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Actual v. Functional Exhaustion 
 Policyholders often argue that, whether the policyholder pays the difference between the amount actually

paid by the underlying insurer and the attachment point of the excess policy, the excess insurer is no worse
off by reason of functional exhaustion by settlement and it would be unjust to limit the policyholder’s ability to
settle.

 The argument, however, may not comport with the contract language or with the realities of excess
insurance.

— Excess insurers receive only a small premium relative to the large limits of liability provided, making
excess insurance available at reasonable costs

— Excess insurers do not solely rely upon claims being settled for an amount in excess of the attachment 
point of the policy, they rely upon the claims implicating the excess contract after being subjected to the 
claims adjustment process of the underlying insurers such that the underlying insurers have reviewed 
and analyzed the claim, determined that there is coverage, and determined that the settlement is 
reasonable such as to pay the settlement amount.

 Cases are split on whether functional exhaustion is sufficient – the differences in cases is not always
explained by differences in policy language

 This has been one of the hottest issues in excess insurance over the past 15 years. It can make a profound
difference.
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Cases Rejecting Functional Exhaustion 
 Several decisions have not permitted “functional” exhaustion and have held that exhaustion of

the underlying limit must be by the actual payment of the amount by the underlying insurer.
See, e.g., Comerica, Inc. v. Zurich Am. Ins. Co., 489 F.Supp.2d 1019 (E.D. Mich. 2007)
(rejecting functional exhaustion by insured’s payment of the difference between the amount
paid by primary insurer and policy limit and holding actual payment of losses by the underlying
insurer is required); Qualcomm, Inc. v. Certain Underwriters at Lloyds, 161 Cap. App. 4th 184.
73 Cal. Rptr. 3d 770 (Cal. App. 2008) (finding language of excess contract, when read in
context of function of excess contract, requires actual payment by underlying insurer of no
less than the underlying limits); Great Am. Ins. Co. v. Bally Total Fitness Holding Corp., 2012
WL 2542191 (N.D. Ill. June 22, 2010) (where, as here, policy language clearly defines
exhaustion, courts tend to enforce the policy as written); Citigroup Inc. v. Federal Ins. Co., 649
F.3d 367 (5th Cir. 2011)  (underlying insurer must make actual payment of underlying limits to
constitute exhaustion); Federal Ins. Co. v. The Estate of Irving Gould, 2011 WL 4552381
(S.D.N.Y. Sept. 28, 2011)(policies require actual payment and noting if the insured “were able
to trigger the Excess Policies simply by virtue of their aggregated losses, they might be
tempted to structure inflated settlements with their adversaries… that would have the same
effect as requiring the Excess Insurers to drop down…”); United States Fire Ins. Co. v. Lay,
577 F.2d 421 (7th Cir. 1978) (applying Indiana law) (“sham” settlement for less than primary
limits did not trigger excess insurer’s obligation); JP Morgan Chase & Co. v. Indiana Harbor
Ins. Co., 2011 WL 2320087 (N.Y. Sup. Ct. May 26, 2011)
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Cases Accepting Functional Exhaustion
 Zeig v. Massachusetts Bonding & Ins. Co., 23 F.2d 665 (2d Cir. 1928) (old

decision involved a burglary loss under a first-party insurance contact
determining that the policy was ambiguous and  recognizing that a different
result would attain where warranted by the contract language); Reliance Ins.
Co., v. Transamerica Ins. Co., 826 So.2d 998, 999 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2001)
(primary insurer paid $15,000 less than limits); Pereira v. National Union Fire
Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, Pa., 2006 WL 1982789 (S.D.N.Y. July 12, 2006);
Rummel v. Lexington Ins. Co., 123 N.M. 752, 945 P.2d 970 (N.M. 1997); Drake
v. Ryan, 514 N.W.2d 785, 789 (Minn. 1994) (policyholder settled with
underlying insurers for less than the full limits of their professional liability
insurance policies and agreed to “fill in the gap” by absorbing the difference
between what the insurers agreed to pay and their actual policy limits);
Maximus Inc. v. Twin City Fire Insurance Co., 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 32970
(E.D. Va. 2012); Trinity Homes LLC v. Ohio Casualty Ins. Co., 629 F.3d 653
(7th Cir. 2010)
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The Tiring Examination Of Exhaustion
 Exhaustion also requires examination of the claims and facts as well as the method required

or permitted in the pertinent jurisdiction
 Numerous courts have allowed excess insurers to challenge payments and settlements of

claims in which the excess insurers did not participate.  See, e.g., Colony Nat. Ins. Co. v.
Sorenson Medical Inc., 2011 WL 6740537 (E.D. Ky. Dec. 21, 2011) (applying Utah law);
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. v. National Union Fire Ins. Co., 694 F.3d 781 (6th Cir. 2012)
(applying Ohio law); American Ins. Co. v. St. Jude Medical, Inc., 2010 WL 3733009 (D. Minn.
Sept. 20, 2010); Royal Indemnity Co. v. C.H. Robinson Worldwide Inc., 2009 WL 2149637
(Minn. Ct. App. 2009) (unpublished); D.R. Horton Inc. v. American Guar. & Liab. Ins. Co., 864
F.Supp.2d 541, 548 (N.D. Tex. 2012), appeal dismissed, (5th Cir. 2012)

 This comports with realities of excess insurance.  Excess insurers generally do not have a
duty to defend and usually are not involved in the claims handling and settlement process
prior to their contacts being implicated

 The ability to challenge underlying exhaustion may depend upon the law in the controlling
jurisdiction, the  factual circumstances, the issue being challenged, and the policy language

 There is factual “in the trenches” element to exhaustion
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Exhaustion Challenge Sustained 

 Shy v. Ins. Co. of the State of Pa., (9th Cir. 2013)

 Excess insurer bound by policy provisions incorporated into its following
form excess policy, but not bound by the primary insurers’ determination
there was coverage

 Under California law, the court properly looked to arbitration award to
determine whether award/components were based upon actions/events
that are covered

 Covered damages did not reach the $2 million attachment point of the
excess policy

 Policyholder’s claim against the excess insurer was properly dismissed
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Exhaustion Challenge Not Sustained
 Northrop Grumman Corp. v Axis Re Co., (9th Cir. 2020)
 Excess insurer argued that underlying insurers paid an uncovered claim for ERISA

violations, improperly eroding underlying limits in a prior suit.  District court agreed, but
Ninth Circuit reversed

 Excess insurer cannot challenge payment decisions of underlying insurers absent
showing of fraud bad faith or specific reservation of such right in the insurance contract

 “Reasonable expectations”
 Distinguishes Shy as involving a single claim in which insurers took opposing views
 Concern with undermining of both insureds and insurers in the dependability of

settlements and interposing inefficiencies into the process
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Appealing Adverse Judgments

 A majority of courts hold that duty to defend includes the duty to
prosecute an appeal from the judgment where there are reasonable
grounds for appeal

 This line of authority is predicated on the proposition that the duty to
defend continues until the adverse judgment becomes final and non-
appealable

 A minority of courts hold that an insurer satisfies its duty to defend in
the trial court and is thus not obligated to defend or prosecute an
appeal
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Rights Of Recoupment/Reimbursement
 A slight majority of courts permit recoupment where potential for coverage never existed:  AZ, CA, CO, CT, DE, FL, HI, 

KY, MI, MT, NJ, NM, NV, NY, OK, OH, SD, TN, VA, WI.

 Nautilus Ins. Co. v. Access Med., LLC, 482 P.3d 683 (Nev. 2021) Nevada Supreme Court (in a 4-3 decision), on 
certified question from the Ninth Circuit, concluded that a CGL insurer was entitled to recoup its defense costs from an 
insured that had accepted a defense subject to the insurer’s reservation of its right to reimbursement. The majority 
grounded its decision in principles of unjust enrichment and restitution: “When a court determines that an insurer 
never owed a duty to defend, the insurer expressly reserved its right to seek reimbursement in writing after defense 
was tendered, and the policyholder accepted the defense from the insurer, then the insurer is entitled to that 
reimbursement.” It disagreed with courts that have characterized an insurer’s reservation of the right to seek 
reimbursement as a unilateral amendment to the policy. 

 A substantial number of courts do not permit recoupment:  AK, AR, GA, ID, IA, IL, MN, MS, MO, UT, PA, WA, WY

 Even where the right to reimbursement exists, its value may be overstated: When an insurer is pursuing a claim for 
reimbursement, it usually already is a big loser. Often insurers would be better off controlling costs of defense and 
using the potential for recoupment to negotiate with the policyholder an approach that can be more of a win/win

 Adir International LLC et al. v. Starr Indemnity and Liability Co., (9th Cir. 2021) California law did not allowed insurer to 
defend the operator of retail chain against allegations brought by California Attorney General Xavier Becerra.  Insured 
was obligated to reimburse insurer in situations in which an insurer is not allowed to provide defense counsel per Cal. 
Ins. Code 533
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Alternative Approaches For Effective 
Management
 Where available, reimbursement provides a tool for insurers to use with unreasonable or overreaching 

policyholders to seek to inject some reasonableness in the process. It does give the policyholder 
something to lose

 Lack of other meaningful remedies in the “mixed claim” situation 
 Where controlling defense costs is the critical factor (e.g., defense costs are expected to exceed indemnity 

exposure, coverage defenses are fairly weak, and/or controlling the defense is the most likely way to exert 
meaningful control on the claim), retain the right to control the defense and select counsel    

 Where coverage defenses are strong, consider advocating and aggressively pursuing coverage defenses, 
instituting declaratory judgment actions where warranted 

 Negotiate aggressively with the policyholder even where the right to independent counsel exists, to select 
acceptable defense counsel, to secure reasonable rates, to have the policyholder make meaningful 
contributions to payment of defense counsel (where independent counsel rates exceed panel counsel 
rates), to limit activities to defense of the case, to limit multiple layers of counsel (e.g., national 
coordinating counsel), to put in place effective controls, to obtain agreement that some costs or buckets 
are excluded or at least segregated to fight about later    

 Prospectively, an insurer may be able to better protect itself by including an appropriate provision or 
endorsement expressly entitling it to reimbursement or requiring apportionment
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Independent Counsel
 When the policyholder has selected independent counsel to represent him or her, the 

insurer still may exercise its right to require that the counsel selected by the policyholder 
possess certain minimum qualifications which may include that the selected counsel have 
(1) at least five years of civil litigation practice which includes substantial defense 
experience in the subject at issue in the litigation, and (2) errors and omissions coverage 

 The insurer's obligation to pay fees to the independent counsel selected by the insured is 
limited to the rates which are actually paid by the insurer to attorneys retained by it in the 
ordinary course of business in the defense of similar actions in the community where the 
claim arose or is being defended 

 Independent counsel and the policyholder have a duty to disclose to the insurer all 
information concerning the action except privileged materials relevant to coverage disputes, 
and timely to inform and consult with the insurer on all matters relating to the action 

 The insured may waive its right to select independent counsel by signing a prescribed 
statement  

 Nothing shall relieve the policyholder of his or her duty to cooperate with the insurer under 
the terms of the insurance contract

Cumis Counsel Statute Cal. Civ. Code § 2860
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Other Defense Cost Issues 

 There often are important issues relating to “defense costs” apart from seeking or
obtaining reimbursement for defense costs associated with non-covered claims.  These
include:

— whether some costs are for prosecuting claims or recoveries

— excessive, duplicative, unnecessary, and unreasonable costs; costs not directly
related to defense of claims 

— Cost characterization issues such as whether RI/FS costs are defense costs or 
indemnity costs
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The Buss Ride Is Not Always Worth The Fare
Reimbursement may not be available under controlling law.

Did the insurer properly reserve its rights?

Secure a determination that one or more claims is not covered.  May face 
difficulties in avoiding a stay and obtaining a declaration in time to be useful.

Proving costs may not be readily allocable between covered and 
non-covered claims.  The dollars that relate solely to claims neither 

covered nor potentially covered claim may be small.
Proving costs related to non-covered claims may be 

very difficult.  Neither the policyholder nor 
independent counsel have strong incentive to make 

the task easy.

The costs of pursuing reimbursement 
may be high.

Rights of reimbursement 
against an insolvent 

policyholder are not worth 
much.

Reimbursement still 
has value!
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Thank You! 

Scott M. Seaman
312-704-3699      
sseaman@hinshawlaw.com
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Pre-Tender Defense Costs
“No insureds will, except at their own cost, voluntarily make a payment, 
assume any obligation, or incur an expense, other than for first aid, 
without our consent.”

 Many jurisdictions hold they are not covered if insurer accepts its 
defense obligation
– E.g., Elan Pharm. Research Corp. v. Employers Ins. of Wausau, 

144 F.3d 1372 (11th Cir. 1998) (applying Ga. law) 
 Some jurisdictions find them covered

– E.g., Sherwood Brands, Inc. v. Hartford Acc. and Indem. Co., 
698 A.2d 1078, 1083 (Md. 1997)
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Pre-Tender Costs
 Varying Rationales:  

– Some courts find pre-tender defense costs are not covered 
because the insurer’s duty to defend is not triggered until it 
receives notice of the potentially covered claim.

– Other courts recognize that an insurer’s duty to defend is 
triggered when a claim involving potentially covered allegations 
is made; therefore, to avoid coverage, these courts require an 
insurer to demonstrate prejudice.

 Other considerations
– Practical realities
– Duty to advance policies
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Settlement Issues
 Hammer Clauses

“If, however, the Insured refuses to consent to any settlement[,] . . . the Company’s 
Limit of Liability under this policy will be reduced to the amount for which the Claim 
could have been settled plus all Claim Expenses incurred up to the time the 
Company made its recommendation.”

“If the Named Insured refuses to consent to a settlement demand acceptable to the 
claimant and recommended by the Insurer, . . . the Insurer’s total liability for such 
Claim shall not exceed [:]
-The amount of such proposed settlement offer;
-The amount of Claim Expenses incurred prior to the date the Named Insured 
refused to consent to the proposed settlement offer; and
-Fifty percent (50%) of the amount of Damages and Claim Expenses incurred in 
excess of [Items 1. and 2.].”
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Allocation:  When Is It an Issue?
 Complaint alleges covered and uncovered claims 

(“Mixed” Action)

 Multiple parties potentially responsible for covered 
claims

• Multiple policies covering same liability concurrently
• Primary and excess insurance
• Liability extends over multiple policy periods

 Insurer and Insured responsible for covered claims
• Liability may extend to uninsured time periods depending on 

allocation method employed
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“Mixed” Action
 Insurer defends entire action until no potentially covered claims 

remain
– Garden Sanctuary, Inc. v. Ins. Co. of N. Am, 292 So.2d 75, 78 

(Fl. App. Ct. 1974; Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co. v. Continental Cas. 
Co., 413 Mass. 730 (1992); Seaboard Sur. Co. v. Gillette Co., 
476 N.E.2d 272, 276 (N.Y. 1984)

 In some jurisdictions, insurer may be seek reimbursement of costs 
defending claims not even potentially covered

– Buss v. Super. Ct., 939 P.2d 766, 768 (Ca. 1997); but see 
American & Foreign Ins. Co. v. Jerry’s Sport Ctr, Inc., 2 A.3d 526 
(P.A. 2010)
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“Mixed” Action
 In some jurisdictions, “mixed” action cause conflicts of interest 

transforming duty to defend to a duty to reimburse 

– Flomerfelt v. Cardiello, 202 N.J. 432, 997 A.2d 991 (N.J. July 7, 
2010); Burd v. Sussex Mut. Ins. Co., 267 A.2d 7 (N.J. 1970) 

– Waite v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 467 P.2d 847, 858 (Wash. 1970) 
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Allocation in “Mixed” Action
 Insurance contract obligates insurer only to pay for those claims 

covered by the policy

– “The duty to defend arises solely under contract. An insurer 
contracts to pay the entire cost of defending a claim which has 
arisen within the policy period. The insurer has not contracted to 
pay defense costs for occurrences which took place outside the 
policy period. Where the distinction can be readily made, the 
insured must pay its fair share for the defense of the non-
covered risk.” 

Ins. Co. of N. Am. v. Forty-Eight Insulations, Inc., 633 F.2d 1212, 
1224-25 (6th Cir. 1980)
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Allocation in “Mixed” Action
 Policy or controlling law may require insured and insurer to attempt 

to reach agreement

– “We presume that the insurer and insured can negotiate a 
satisfactory settlement that fairly apportions the defense costs.”  

SL Indus. Inc. v. Am. Motorists Ins. Co., 607 A.2d 1266, 1280 
(N.J. 1992) 
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Allocation in “Mixed” Action
 If parties cannot agree, court will determine fair division by analyzing 

complaint in light of coverage under policy

– “When [the insurer and insured] are unable to agree [on 
apportionment of defense costs between covered and uncovered 
claims], we likewise presume that our courts will be able to 
analyze the allegations in the complaint in light of the coverage 
of the policy to arrive at a fair division of costs.”  
SL Indus., Inc. v. Am. Motorists Ins. Co., 607 A.2d 1266, 1280 
(N.J. 1992) 
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Allocation in “Mixed” Action
Who bears the burden of proving an expense was for an uncovered 
claims?
 The insurer?

– Health-Chem Corp. v. Nat’l Union Fire Ins. Co., 559 N.Y.S.2d
435, 438 (Sup. Ct. 1990); see also Weinstein & Riley, P.S. v. 
Westport Ins. Corp., Civ. A. No. C08-1694JLR, 2011 WL 887552, 
*32 (W.D. Wash. Mar. 14, 2011).  

 The insured?
– Comsys Info. Tech. Servs., Inc. v. Twin City Fire Ins. Co., 130 

S.W.3d 181, 198 (Tex. App. 2003) (allocation of damages); 
UnitedHealth Grp. Inc. v. Columbia Cas. Co., 47 F. Supp. 3d 863, 
873-874 (D. Minn. 2014) (allocation of settlement)
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Allocation in “Mixed” Action
 What if the insurer controlled the defense without raising the “mixed” 

claim issue or using a special verdict form?
– World Harvest Church v. Grange Mut. Cas. Co., No. 13AP-290, 

2013 WL 6843615, at *4 (Ohio Ct. App. Dec. 24, 2013) (insurer’s 
burden when controls defense and failures to use special verdict 
form to allocate)

 What if insurer breaches its duty to defend?
– Tapestry on Cent. Condo. Ass’n. v. Liberty Ins. Underwriters Inc., 

2020 WL 4607248 (D. Ariz. Aug. 11. 2020) (insurer that 
breached its duty to defend bears the burden of demonstrating 
that an allocation of defense costs between covered and non-
covered claims is possible)

– Narragansett Elec. Co. v. Am. Home Assurance Co., 999 F. 
Supp. 2d 511, 522 (S.D.N.Y. 2014) (insurer that breaches duty it 
pays all defense costs under MA law) 
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Allocation in “Mixed” Action
 If neither parties nor the court can apportion defense costs between 

covered and uncovered claims, insurer is responsible for all defense 
costs

– “Following . . . the general rule, an insurer is clearly liable for all 
expenses if they cannot be apportioned.”

Crist v. Ins. Co. of N. Am., 529 F. Supp. 601, 6045 (D. Utah 
1982)  
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Allocation in “Mixed” Action
 Some courts assume most defense costs can be apportioned  

– SL Indus., Inc. v. Am. Motorists Ins. Co., 607 A.2d 1266, 1279 
(N.J. 1992) (“However, the lack of scientific certainty does not 
justify imposing all of the costs on the insurer by default.  The 
legal system frequently resolves issues involving considerable 
uncertainty.”) 

 Other courts presume apportioning defense costs is difficult or 
impossible  

– Crist v. Ins. Co. of N. Am., 529 F. Supp. 601, 605 (D. Utah 1982) 
(“Typically, . . . . an apportionment of expenses . . . is nearly 
impossible.”) 
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Allocation Among Parties
 Concurrent Policies

– Multiple policies provide overlapping coverage for same risk
 Consecutive Policies

– Multiple policies provide successive coverage in same policy 
period (primary and excess insurance)

– Multiple policies provide successive coverage over multiple 
policy periods
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Concurrent Policies
 Analyze “other insurance” clauses to determine if policies are 

concurrent or consecutive

– If clause renders both insurers as “co-primary” insurers, policies 
are concurrent – Great N. Ins. Co. v. Mount Vernon Fire Ins. Co., 
708 N.E.2d 167, 170 (N.Y. 1999)

– If clause renders one carrier primary and other excess, policies 
are consecutive – Samuels v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 
939 So. 2d 1235 (La. 2006)
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Concurrent Policies
 Examples of Concurrent Policies:

– Primary policy covers some of the claims but umbrella policy 
covers others - Jostens, Inc. v. Mission Ins. Co., 387 N.W.2d 161 
(Minn. 1986)

– Insured covered under own policy as well as named additional 
insured under another’s policy – Sloan Constr. Co. v. Cent. Nat’l 
Ins. of Omaha, 236 S.E.2d 818 (S.C. 1977); but see Pecker Iron 
Works of New York, Inc. v. Travelers Ins. Co., 786 N.E.2d 863 
(N.Y. 2003)

– Insured covered under own policy and under corporate policy as  
officer of corporation – U.S. Fid. & Guar. Ins. Co. v. Executive 
Ins. Co., 893 F.2d 517 (2d Cir. 1990)
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Concurrent Policies
 General rule permits allocation of defense costs among concurrent 

policies 
– U.S. Fid. & Guar. Ins. Co. v. Executive Ins. Co., 893 F.2d 517, 

520 (2d Cir. 1990)
 Minority rule disallows because insurers’ obligation is identical and 

to the insured (not each other)
– Auto-Owners Insurance Company v. Travelers Casualty and 

Surety Company of America; Sloan Constr. Co. v. Cent. Nat’l 
Ins. of Omaha, 236 S.E.2d 818, 820 (S.C. 1977)
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Concurrent Policies
 In at least one jurisdiction, when primary and umbrella insurer each 

liable for part of defense, burden of allocating defense costs rests on 
primary insurer

– Jostens, Inc. v. Mission Ins. Co., 387 N.W.2d 161, 166-67 (Minn. 
1986)
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Concurrent Policies – D&O
 Significant allocation issues developed around D&O coverage

– Suits against Ds & Os also named company
– Gave rise to entity/Side C coverage

 Policies typically address
– Predetermined allocation percentages
– “Best efforts” provisions
– Larger settlement rule vs. relative exposure  test
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Allocating Among Concurrent Policies
 Majority – Pro Rata by Policy Limits

– Each insurer contributes ratio of individual insurer’s limits as 
portion of entire applicable limits

• Brice Bldg. Co. , Inc. v. Clarendon Am. Ins. Co., 378 Fed. 
Appx. 915, 916 (11th Cir. 2010)

 Minority – Pro Rata by Equal Shares
– Total costs divided by number of insurers 

• Am. Cas. Co. of Reading, Pa. v. PHICO Ins. Co., 702 A.2d
1050 (Pa. 1997)
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Consecutive Policies
 Examples of Consecutive Policies:

– Primary and excess policies in single policy period

– Multiple primary and excess policies covering multiple policy 
periods impacted by single long-tail loss
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Consecutive Policies
 Excess policy duty to defend arises from contractual language of 

policy
– Duty to defend upon exhaustion of primary; or
– Duty to pay “ultimate net loss”, including defense costs, but not 

provide defense to insured
 Policy language generally determines whether excess must provide 

a defense or reimburse insured for defense costs
– Valassis Commc’ns, Inc. v. Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co., 97 F.3d 870, 

876 (6th Cir. 1996)
 Minority of jurisdictions imply excess has duty to defend if not 

explicitly excluded by policy
– See Aetna Cas. & Sur. Co. v. Certain Underwriters, 56 Cal. App. 

3d 791, 800 (1976)
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Consecutive Policies
 “The majority rule is that where the insured maintains both primary 

and excess policies, the excess liability insurer is not obligated to 
participate in the defense until the primary policy limits are 
exhausted.”

– Keck, Mahin & Cate v. Nat’l Union Fire Ins. Co. of Pittsburgh, 
PA, 20 S.W.3d 692, 700 (Tex. 2000) 
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Consecutive Policies
 When case involves multiple claims, primary is responsible for 

defense costs until it has paid out its policy limits in settlement
– Commercial Union Ins. Co. v. Pittsburgh Corning Corp., 789 

F.2d 214, 220 (3d Cir. 1986)
 Excess is responsible for subsequently incurred defense costs for 

remaining claims
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Consecutive Policies
 When case concludes with settlement in excess of primary limits, 

how are defense costs allocated between primary and excess 
insurers?
– Primary pays all defense (no defense costs incurred after excess 

triggered by settlement)
• Colo. Farm Bureau Mut. Ins. Co. v. N. Am. Reinsurance 

Corp., 802 P.2d 1196, 1198 (Colo. Ct. App. 1990)
• Schneider Nat’l Transp. v. Ford Motor Co., 280 F.3d 532, 538 

(5th Cir. 2002)
– Primary and excess pay pro rata share based on percentage of 

settlement paid by each
• Am. Fid. Ins. Co. v. Employers Mut. Cas. Co., 593 P.2d 14 

(Kan. Ct. App. 1979)
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Consecutive Policies
 Various methods exist for allocating defense costs for long-tail 

claims that impact multiple policies and policy periods

– All Sums/Pick and Choose

– Pro Rata by time on the risk

– Pro Rata by time on the risk weighted by limits
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Consecutive Policies
 All Sums/Pick and Choose

– Allows insured to pick which of the triggered insurers will provide 
a defense

– Picked insurer has right to seek reimbursement later from other 
insurers

– Insured not allocated any of the costs
• J.H. France Refractories Co. v. Allstate Ins. Co., 626 A.2d

502, 508 (Pa. 1993); Hercules Inc. v. AIU Ins. Co., 784 A.2d
481 (Del. 2001) 
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Consecutive Policies
 Pro Rata by time on the risk

– Defense costs allocated to insurers based on the amount of time 
covered by each insurer’s policies in relation to the total time of 
the risk

– Allocates defense costs to insured for periods of self-insurance 
(i.e., no insurance purchased)

– Defense costs not allocated to insured for periods for which 
insurance was unavailable

• Ins. Co. of N. Am. v. Forty-Eight Insulations, Inc., 633 F.2d
1212, 1225 (6th Cir. 1980)
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Consecutive Policies
 Pro Rata by time on the risk weighted by limits

– Defense cost allocation formula is “proration on the basis of 
policy limits, multiplied by years of coverage.”

– Insured responsible for defense costs allocated to uninsured 
periods or policies excluding coverage

– Defense costs are not allocated to periods for which coverage 
was unavailable

• Owens-Illinois, Inc. v. United Ins. Co., 650 A.2d 974 (N.J. 
1994)

• Carter-Wallace, Inc. v. Admiral Ins. Co., 712 A.2d 1116 (N.J. 
1998)
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Allocation to Uninsured Time Periods
 In a scenario involving long-tail claims over multiple policy periods 

that include uninsured time periods:
– If insurance was available but the insured did not procure 

insurance and retained the risk, the insured is responsible for 
defense costs allocable to uninsured periods

– If insurance for the loss was not available, those uninsured time 
periods are not included in the allocation and all losses are 
allocated to insured, not uninsured, time periods

• Owens-Illinois, Inc. v. United Ins. Co., 650 A.2d 974, 995           
(N.J. 1994) 
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“Reimbursement” – Framing the Issue 

• Insurer agrees to defend pursuant to reservation of rights, including 
“right of reimbursement”

• What does that mean - defense fee payments simply are an 
“advance”?

• Problems for policyholders created by insurer claimed “right of 
reimbursement”

• Policyholders should not presume that insurer’s claimed “right” is 
legally enforceable
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Claimed “Majority” View 

Buss v. Superior Court, 16 Cal.4th 35 (1997)
• Reimbursement is proper if no potential for coverage ever 

existed
• Insured would receive a “windfall” if reimbursement not 

allowed
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Other Claimed “Majority” View States Other Claimed “Majority” View States

1. Colorado: Cotter Corp. v. American Empire Suprlus Lines 
Ins. Co., 90 P.3d 814 (Colo. 2004)

2. Connecticut: Security Ins. Co. of Hartford v. Lumbermens
Mut. Ins. Cas. Co., 826 A.2d 107 (Conn. 2003)

3. Florida: Jim Black & Assoc. Inc. v. Transcontinental Ins. 
Co., 932 So. 2d 516 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 2006)

4. New Jersey: Hebela v. Healthcare Ins. Co., 851 A.2d 75, 86 
(N.J. App. Div. 2004)

5. Nevada: Nautilus Ins. Co. v. Access Medical, LLC, 482 
P.3d 683 (Nev. 2021)
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Other Claimed “Majority” View Jurisdictions Other Claimed “Majority” View Jurisdictions 

Additionally, federal courts in Alaska, Hawaii, 
Kentucky, Michigan, and Tennessee have allowed 
reimbursement.    
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Is The Tide Turning In Claimed “Majority” 
Jurisdictions?

• American Family Insurance Company v. Almassud, 522 F. Supp. 3d 1263 
(N.D. GA 2021) 
• Adopting “no recoupment” rule even though “no Georgia appellate court appears 

to have ruled on that question . . . and federal courts applying Georgia law have 
reached opposite conclusions.” 

• American W. Home Ins. Co. v. Gjonaj Realty & Mgt. Co., 192 A.D.3d 28 
(NY. App. 2020)
• Adopting “no recoupment” rule and noting that “some of the federal courts—

interpreting New York law—appear to be shifting course on this issue.”
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The “New Majority” View  
National Surety Corp. v. Immunex Corp., 176 Wash.2d 872 (2013)
• “We reject National Surety's view that an insurer can have the best of 

both options: protection from claims of bad faith or breach without 
any responsibility for the costs of defense if a court later determines 
there is no duty to defend. This ‘all reward, no risk’ proposition 
renders the defense portion of a reservation of rights defense illusory. 
The insured receives no greater benefit than if its insurer had refused 
to defend outright.”

• “Additionally, allowing recoupment to be claimed in a reservation of 
rights letter would allow the insurer to impose a condition on its 
defense that was not bargained for.”
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Principles Underlying the “New Majority” View 

1. Reservation of Rights letters cannot be used to create 
“unilateral contracts”

2. CGL policies (unlike D&O policies) generally do not 
include language allowing insurers to obtain 
“reimbursement” 

3. “Reservation of Rights” has its benefits for insurers, but 
to receive benefit, insurer has to take on risk

4. Insurer agreement to defend evidences potential for 
coverage
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Other “New Majority” View States
Illinois: General Agents Insurance v. Midwest Sporting Goods, 828 N.E.2d 1092 (Ill. 2005)
• “The fact that the trial court ultimately found that the underlying claims against Midwest were not 

covered by the (General Agents) policies does not entitle (General Agents) to reimbursement of its 
defense costs”

Arkansas: Medical Liability Mutual Ins. Co. v. Alan Curtis Enterprises, Inc., 373 Ark. 525 (2008)
• “A unilateral reservation of rights letter cannot create rights not contained within the insurance 

policy—namely reimbursement of costs and expenses prior to a declaratory judgment that 
determines there is no duty to defend or indemnify”

Pennsylvania: American and Foreign Ins. Co. v. Jerry’s Sports Center, Inc., 2 A.3d 526 (Pa. 2010). 
• “Where the insurance contract is silent about the insurer's right to reimbursement of defense 

costs, permitting reimbursement for costs the insurer spent exercising its right and duty to defend 
potentially covered claims prior to a court's determination of coverage would be inconsistent with 
Pennsylvania law.”

Wyoming: Shoshone First Bank v. Pacific Employers Ins. Co., 2 P.3d 510 (Wyo. 2000). 
• “Endorsing such conduct is tantamount to allowing the insurer to extract a unilateral amendment 

to the insurance contract. If this became common practice, the insurance industry might extract 
coercive arrangements from their insureds....”

Texas: Texas Ass’n of Counties v. Matagorda County, 52 S.W.3d 128 (Tex. 2000) (citing Shoshone)
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Other “New Majority” View Jurisdictions

Additionally, federal courts in Idaho, Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts, 
Missouri, and Minnesota have refused to allow reimbursement.  For 
example: 
• Pekin Ins. Co v. TYSA, Inc., 2006 WL 3827232 (S.D. Iowa 2006)
• St. Paul & Marine Insurance v. Holland Realty, 2008 WL 3255645 (D. 

Idaho 2008)
• Employers Mutual Casualty v. Indus. Rubber Products, 2006 WL 453207 

(D. Minn. 2006)
• Westchester Fire Insurance v. Wallerich, 563 F.3d 707 (8th Cir. 2009)
• Perdue Farms v. Travelers Cas. & Sur. Co., 448 F.3d 252 (4th Cir. 2006)
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How Can Policyholders Protect Themselves? 
1. Know Your Jurisdiction
2. Know Your Policy
3. Expressly Object to Reservation of Rights 
4. Challenge the “Majority” view argument
5. Beware of Insurer attempts to make settlement contributions 

contingent on accepting Reservation of Rights
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